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Abstract: The reliable mathematical modelling of secondary petroleum migration that incorporates
structural geology and mature source rocks in the basin model, allows for prediction of the reservoir
location, yielding the significant enhancement of the probability of exploration success. We investigate
secondary petroleum migration with a significant composition difference between the source and
oil pools. In our case study, the secondary migration period is significantly shorter than the time of
the hydrocarbon pulse generation. Therefore, neither adsorption nor dispersion of components can
explain the concentration difference between the source rock and the reservoir. For the first time,
the present paper proposes deep bed filtration of hydrocarbons with component kinetics retention by
the rock as a physics mechanism explaining compositional grading. Introduction of the component
capture rate into mass balance transport equation facilitates matching the concentration difference for
heavy hydrocarbons, and the tuned filtration coefficients vary in their common range. The obtained
values of filtration coefficients monotonically increase with molecular weight and consequently
affects the size of the oleic component, as predicted by the analytical model of deep bed filtration.
The modelling shows a negligible effect of component dispersion on the compositional grading.
Keywords: secondary migration; sedimentary basin; composition gradient; stress-dependent
permeability; deep-bed filtration; mathematical model

1. Introduction
Secondary migration of hydrocarbons is a buoyant flow from the source rock upward along the
carrier bed, resulting in the formation of petroleum accumulation (Figure 1). Mathematical modelling
of secondary petroleum migration facilitates restoration of the basin history and is important for oil
and gas exploration, for identification of geologic traps as candidates for oil-gas reservoirs, and for
planning the exploratory drilling [1].
Mathematical models for secondary migration of single-phase multicomponent oil-gas fluids
reflect numerous processes of mass transfer between the rock and fluid occurring during secondary
migration of hydrocarbons [2–9]. Regarding flow simulation during secondary petroleum migration,
the models includes non-equilibrium adsorption and its hysteresis, diffusion and dispersion,
and advective transport with Darcy’s velocity [10–14]. The diffusive flux encompasses concentration-,
thermal- and baro-diffusion [15–18].
The models describe depth variation of fluid composition with depth due to gravity. Under steady
state of a single-phase multicomponent column and assuming constant temperature, the thermodynamic
equilibrium corresponds to a constant total of chemical and gravity potentials [19,20]. This provides the
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equations for component depth distribution, allowing for predicting compositional gradients in thick
formations. The deviation between the modelling and field data is attributed to the effects of the Earth
thermal gradient [21–23].
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The alternative mechanism for concentration grading for colloids in porous media is so called
deep bed filtration. For polymer transport in porous media, adsorption has been considered to be
the only capture process since late 1950 [10,11,33,34]. However, the laboratory data on polymer
flow with continuous increase in pressure drop, which cannot be explained by polymer adsorption,
have been reported recently for coreflooding and for well injectivity [31,35]. The concentration
difference between injected polymers at the core inlet (injection well) and core effluent (polymer in the
production well) was successfully explained by deep bed filtration (particulate transport with capture
by the rock) of polymer molecules in porous media [31]. Different polymer capture mechanisms,
like straining, attachment, diffusion into dead-end pore and stagnant zones, have been discussed.
High levels of agreement between the laboratory-based prediction of well behaviour and that for
field data were observed [35]. Adsorption and filtering of polymers and hydrocarbons in porous
media are not mathematically equivalent [11,31,35,36]. However, deep bed filtration modelling for
secondary migration of hydrocarbons for interpretation and analysis of the concentration gradients
hasn’t been developed.
In the present paper, for the first time we propose deep bed filtration of hydrocarbons in carrier
beds to explain the difference between oil compositions in source rock and the reservoir by retention
of hydrocarbon molecules in carrier bed. Consequently, we use the analytical model for 1D colloidal
flow with capture of large oleic molecule the field data on oleic compositions in source rock and
in the reservoir were successfully matched by tuning the filtration coefficient foe all components.
The obtained filtration coefficient increases with the increase in number of carbon atoms in hydrocarbon
molecules, as is expected from deep bed filtration theory [36–44]. However, this is not the case for light
hydrocarbons, which is explained by their evaporation in the associated gas during the secondary
migration. The sensitivity study shows that the effect of component diffusion / dispersion on the
compositional grading due to component retention is negligible. We also show how a decrease of
permeability with depth results in higher compositional gradients.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 formulates the problem of explaining the
concentration gradients in the case of secondary petroleum migration, where the pulse liberation
period is significantly larger than the flow time between the source rock and the stratigraphic trap.
Section 3 presents basics of deep bed filtration in porous media. Section 4 derives the analytical model
for migration with particle retention by the rock. Section 5 discusses the results of numerical data
treatment by the analytical model. Section 6 presents a qualitative analysis of the rock stress effects in
the carrier bed on the hydrocarbon filtering. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Formulation of the Problem and Study Methodology
In this section we formulate the problem of compositional grading between source rock and
the reservoir and show how the phenomena will be explained using single phase multi-component
transport phenomena in the carrier bed.
Figure 2 shows the ratio of source rock concentration to the reservoir concentrations (c/cres ) of
hydrocarbons versus the number of carbon atoms in four wells of two different oil pools. The aim of
this work is to explain the difference in oil compositions.
Figure 3a shows the basement fault map of the study area and the location of the four wells
used in this study [45–48]. Hydrocarbon compositions were obtained from the Permian Patchawarra
Formation source rock at G27 and G42 [24,49]. The migrated oil compositions were obtained from
Jurassic reservoirs in G27 and G42, which migrated through fault conduits and also from Tantanna 2
and Sturt East 1, where oil has migrated through a permeable carrier bed from the Gidgealpa location
(Figure 3b). The Permian outer edge illustrates the location where the Triassic seal pinches out and
enables the Permian source rock to lie directly below Jurassic reservoirs, and this is reflected by the
large number of producing oil pools in that location.
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Figure 3a shows the basement fault map of the study area and the location of the four wells used
in this study [45–48]. Hydrocarbon compositions were obtained from the Permian Patchawarra
Formation source rock at G27 and G42 [24,49]. The migrated oil compositions were obtained from
Jurassic reservoirs in G27 and G42, which migrated through fault conduits and also from Tantanna 2
and Sturt East 1, where oil has migrated through a permeable carrier bed from the Gidgealpa location
(Figure 3b). The Permian outer edge illustrates the location where the Triassic seal pinches out and
enables the Permian source rock to lie directly below Jurassic reservoirs, and this is reflected by the
large number of producing oil pools in that location.
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Figure 3. Structural interpretation of the Cooper-Eromanga Basin showing the location of wells,
Permian outer edge (where Triassic seal pinches out), and the migration of oil from source rocks to
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edge (where
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out), and
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oil used
frominsource
rocks to
(a)—Basement
faultTriassic
map of the
study
area showing
the location
of the fourof
wells
this
study. Source rock composition was obtained from the Patchawarra Formation in wells G27 and G45.
The expelled oil migrated along two pathways, vertically through large basement faults and laterally
through a carrier bed. The oil compositions in the Jurassic reservoir are obtained from G27 and G45
wells (vertical migration through faults), and Tantanna 2 (T1) and Sturt East 1 (SE1) (lateral migration
through carrier bed). [24,49]; (b) showing the two migration paths from the source rock in the
Gidgealpa region to the oil pools through faults and via sedimentary rocks. The Permian outer edge
shows the location where Triassic seals pinch-out, allowing oil to freely migrate from the source rock
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traps: (a)—Basement fault map of the study area showing the location of the four wells used in this
study. Source rock composition was obtained from the Patchawarra Formation in wells G27 and
G45. The expelled oil migrated along two pathways, vertically through large basement faults and
laterally through a carrier bed. The oil compositions in the Jurassic reservoir are obtained from G27
and G45 wells (vertical migration through faults), and Tantanna 2 (T1) and Sturt East 1 (SE1) (lateral
migration through carrier bed). [24,49]; (b) showing the two migration paths from the source rock in
the Gidgealpa region to the oil pools through faults and via sedimentary rocks. The Permian outer
edge shows the location where Triassic seals pinch-out, allowing oil to freely migrate from the source
rock to the overlying reservoir rock.
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(1)

Here for large hydrocarbon molecule with n = 20, rs = 27 × 10−10 m. Average pore size can be
estimated from permeability and porosity
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km (carrier bed pathway) (Figures 3 and 4) [49,51]. Given the high ratio between the pulse duration
and migration time, the secondary migration flow of each component is considered to be steady state.
We assume one dimensional steady state multicomponent flow from source rock to oil reservoir,
formation brine and migrating oil to be uncompressible, where oleic components diffuse with respect
to mean velocity. The components are adsorbed and captured by the rock due to attachment,
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(carrier bed pathway) (Figures 3 and 4) [49,51]. Given the high ratio between the pulse duration and
migration time, the secondary migration flow of each component is considered to be steady state.
We assume one dimensional steady state multicomponent flow from source rock to oil reservoir,
formation brine and migrating oil to be uncompressible, where oleic components diffuse with respect
to mean velocity. The components are adsorbed and captured by the rock due to attachment, straining,
or bridging. The model assumes that each component can be captured by the rock. The capture
mechanisms include diffusion into dead-end pores and pore-scale gravity segregation, so even light
components can be subject to a capture. However, for the steady state component transport we assume
that adsorbed concentrations have already been reached during the transient secondary migration after
the breakthrough time. Therefore, component adsorption is not present in the steady-state flow model.
4.2. Analytical Model for Steady-State Flow of Components
Consider one dimensional advective-diffusive flow with capture of each component by the
rock [10,32,36,37]:
∂cn
∂2 c n
U
(4)
= α L U 2 − λn cn U
∂x
∂x
where cn is the concentration of n-th component in the migrating fluid, U is the flux velocity, αL is the
dispersivity and λ is the filtration coefficient.
Introducing the following dimensionless parameters
X=

cn
x
; Cn =
; Λn = λn L
L
cnres

(5)

We obtain the following flow equation
α ∂2 Cn
∂Cn
− Λn Cn
= L
∂X
L ∂X 2

(6)

The boundary condition at X = 0 correspond to oil composition liberated by source rock into the
carrier bed:
X = 0 : Cn = Cn I
(7)
The boundary condition at X = 1 correspond to no-diffusion at the impermeable outlet [52]
X=1:

∂Cn I
=0
∂X

(8)

According to dimensionalisation given by Equation (5),
X=1:

Cn = 1

(9)

Second order linear ordinary differential equation (ODE) always has a real decrement, because
αL /L is positive [53].
The solution of ODE (6) is
1−

Cn = Ae

q

α
1+4 L Λ n
L
2α L
L

1+

X

+ Be

q

α
1+4 L Λ n
L
2α L
L

X

Boundary conditions (7)–(9) define constants A, B and Λ.
The solution of the problem in (10) is shown in Figure 6 for n = 11, 13 and 14.

(10)
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For slow flow in heterogeneous reservoirs we consider the dispersivity ration αL /L varies between
10−3 and 10−1 [10,11]. Therefore, diffusion can be neglected, and solution (10) degenerates into the
solution of the following system
dCn
= −Λn Cn
(11)
dX
X = 0 : Cn = Cn I
X = 1 : Cn = 1
Geosciences
2018, 8, x FOR
PEER REVIEW
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5. Numerical Results
The numerical solutions of Equation (14) subject to boundary condition (12) are presented in
The numerical solutions of Equation (14) subject to boundary condition (12) are presented in
Figure 7. For n > 10 the higher the carbon numbers, the higher the filtration coefficient. This corresponds
Figure 7. For n > 10 the higher the carbon numbers, the higher the filtration coefficient. This
to larger molecular weight and higher electrostatic attraction to the rock [54]. Also, long chains of
corresponds to larger molecular weight and higher electrostatic attraction to the rock [54]. Also, long
molecule with high carbon numbers are easily strained between grains. However, for light and
chains of molecule with high carbon numbers are easily strained between grains. However, for light
intermediate hydrocarbon n < 10 the trend is in the opposite direction, where the higher the carbon
and intermediate hydrocarbon n < 10 the trend is in the opposite direction, where the higher the
number the lower the filtration coefficient, which is explained by evaporation of a large component
carbon number the lower the filtration coefficient, which is explained by evaporation of a large
into a gas phase. The lighter components evaporate more intensively, which causes a decrease of their
component into a gas phase. The lighter components evaporate more intensively, which causes a
concentration in the oleic phase and effectively decreases the filtration coefficient as calculated by
decrease of their concentration in the oleic phase and effectively decreases the filtration coefficient as
Equation (14).
calculated by Equation (14).
Column 2–9 in the Table 1 corresponds to dimensional filtration coefficients the values of
filtration coefficient have order of magnitude of those for multi-component fluxes in porous media.
For conditions of secondary migration, time of secondary migration is 2-3 orders of magnitude
lower than the production pulse period.
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Table 1. Results of concentration data treatment for four wells.

Carbon
Number n

2
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

λ × 103
1/m, without
Diffusion, for
Well G42

λ × 103
1/m, with
Diffusion, for
Well G42,
αL = 10 m

0.314

0.319

0.255
0.261

0.265
0.259

0.0615
0.170
0.083
0.3541
0.429
0.5215
0.715
0.941
0.994
1.11
1.18
1.288
1.56
1.85
2.07
2.91

0.0617
0.173
0.082
0.358
0.434
0.529
0.726
0.961
1.01
1.13
1.21
1.32
1.60
1.90
2.15
3.04

λ × 103
1/m, without
Diffusion, for
Well G27

0.173
0.259
0.066
0.0853
0.2024
0.206
0.393
0.304
0.337
0.558
0.568
0.558
0.712
0.690
0.68
0.931
1.22
1.41
2.38

λ × 103
1/m, with
Diffusion, for
Well G27,
αL = 10 m

0.176
0.2635
0.067
0.0866
0.205
0.209
0.400
0.309
0.342
0.567
0.576
0.567
0.721
0.7
0.69
0.956
1.241
1.45
2.46

λ × 104
1/m, without
Diffusion, for
Well T2

λ × 104 with
Diffusion for
Well T2
αL = 100

λ × 104
1/m, without
Diffusion, for
SE1

λ × 104 with
Diffusion for
Well SE1
αL = 100

0.25
0.06
0.108
0.127
0.11
0.128
0.148
0.152
0.155
0.137
0.162
0.192
0.2
0.183
0.208
0.207
0.203
0.225
0.273
0.267
0.233

0.25
0.06
0.108
0.127
0.11
0.128
0.148
0.152
0.155
0.137
0.162
0.192
0.2
0.183
0.208
0.207
0.203
0.225
0.273
0.267
0.233

0.058
0.103
0.113
0.09
0.073
0.083
0.09
0.108
0.072
0.056
0.118
0.142
0.103
0.117
0.126
0.158
0.16
0.183
0.188
0.296

0.058
0.103
0.113
0.09
0.073
0.083
0.09
0.108
0.072
0.056
0.118
0.142
0.103
0.117
0.126
0.158
0.16
0.183
0.188
0.296
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6. Effects of Stress on Compositional Gradients of Migrating Oil
The above sections describe buoyant secondary migration with deep bed filtration. This flow is
accompanied by decreasing of depth along the trajectory, which results in a decrease of stress; this
effect is not accounted in the above calculations. In this section, we account for varying stress with
consequent change in oil filtrating by the carrier bed with depth. Deep bed filtration of oil through
carrier beds is accompanied by the capture of the high-molecular-weight oleic components by thin
pore throats, crevices between grains, and micro-cracks. The capture mechanisms are size exclusion
and straining, i.e. the mechanical retention of large molecules occurs. The permeability and porosity
may significantly change along the migration path due to pore stress/pore pressure variation with
depth and along the path. Rock deformation under high pressure can cause a significant reduction of
pore throat size and pore collapse, yielding an increase of the capture probability, and, consequently
enhancing the component concentration gradients between the source rock and reservoir oils. Below
we show some relationships between the filtration coefficient and depth. Being applied along the
carrier bed, these relationships can account for the stress effects on deep bed filtration of the migrating
oil. The resulting equations do not allow for simple solutions, so the corresponding numerical reservoir
modelling is a topic of a separate work. However, the qualitative effects can be drawn directly.
Vertical force balance exerting the column with thickness H is [55]
ρgH = σv + αpres

(15)

where ρ is the density of rock saturated by water, g is the gravity, pres is a pore (reservoir) pressure, σv
is the vertical component of stress, and α is the Biot’s coefficient.
The reservoir pressure assuming connection of the reservoir to an aquifer is equal to the hydrostatic
pressure [56]
ρw gH = pres
(16)
Rock permeability and porosity are given by stress compressibility dependencies for
deformable rocks




k = k σe f f , φ = φ σe f f
(17)
Substituting Equation (15) into Equation (16), we obtain the following formula for the vertical
stress component:
σv = gH ((1 − φ)ρr + (φ − α)ρw )
(18)
Example
For typical values of porosity and rock and density values, the right hand side of Equation (18)
is positive. For example, for φ = 0.3, α = 0.8, ρw = 1 g/cm3 , ρr = 2.6 g/cm3 , the coefficient in the
bracket at gH right hand side of Equation (18) is equal to 1.32. Therefore, the vertical stress increases
with depth. For usual depth variations of lateral stress, the effective stress σeff also increases with
depth (see Equation (15)). Consider two reservoirs with 1km (reservoir a) and 10 km (reservoir
b) depth. Equation (16) defines the reservoir pressures, presa = 1 and presb = 10 MPa respectively.
Using Equation (18) vertical stresses are equal to 17MPa and 170 MPa, respectively. According to
monotonically decreasing relationships (17), permeability and porosity also decrease with depth.
However, the relative decrease of permeability is significantly higher than that of porosity, so the
average pore throat radius, according to Equation (2), decreases with depth. Finally, the pore radius
decreases with depth, so the filtration coefficient due to size exclusion increases, yielding the increase
in compositional gradients in migrating oil along the pathway.
7. Discussions
Adsorption of component decreases its concentration in the flux. Adsorption can explain the
concentration difference between the source and the reservoir for short-term pulses, since different
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components adsorb on the rock differently. However, in our case, the generated pulse duration highly
exceeds the migration time, so adsorption does not occur after the component breakthrough.
Diffusion promotes a mixture zone, so the breakthrough time for different components is different,
which could cause a compositional grading. Yet, for large geological scales, the component diffusion
and dispersion can be neglected if compared with the advective buoyant flux.
We propose mechanical or electrostatic capture of long hydrocarbon molecules by rock grains as a
physics mechanism to explain the compositional grading. The petroleum fluids are represented
as colloidal suspensions of long hydrocarbon molecules, which can be captured by the rock
during secondary migration. The introduction of particle deep-bed-filtration term in the governing
system, allows matching of the concentrations in the source and in the reservoir. The obtained
filtration coefficients for heavy hydrocarbons have the same order of magnitude as those obtained in
suspension-colloidal flow in porous media. It allows assuming steady-state suspended concentration
distribution during secondary migration occurs with the capture of heavy hydrocarbon components.
Yet, only two compositions, in the source rock and in the reservoir, are available. The only
information for the model coefficients that can be extracted from those data is the filtration coefficient.
For the cases where the residual oil composition along the migration path is known, more detailed
matching by the mathematical model can be achieved.
The filtration coefficients as obtained from oil compositions in source rock and in the reservoir,
are monotonically increasing as carbon number increases. The monotonicity takes place at heavy
hydrocarbons, for n > 10. Loss of monotonicity for light and intermediate hydrocarbons can be
explained by their evaporation into gas phase.
The explanation of light and intermediate hydrocarbons into the gas phase is supported by their
concentrations in oil, which are higher in source rock than in the trapped reservoir oil.
Incorporating rock compressibility, stress variation and two-phase oil-gas buoyant flow in the
governing equations would make the data of mathematical modelling significantly more reliable.
It would allow for predictive modelling for significantly wider class of petroleum basins. However,
the model (4) used explains the compositional grading in the investigated flow pattern of the
Cooper-Eromanga basin.
8. Conclusions
Through analysis of the field data on oil compositional gradients using the analytical model for
capture of hydrocarbons by the rock during secondary migration, the following can be concluded:

•
•
•
•
•

An analytical model for deep bed filtration of petroleum components facilitates matching the
component concentrations in source rock and reservoir.
For heavy hydrocarbons with n>10, the obtained values of filtration coefficients vary in the typical
intervals. The heavier the component, the larger the filtration coefficient.
For light and intermediate hydrocarbons with n<10, the tendency of monotonicity does not take
place, which is explained by evaporation into associated gas phase that migrates together with oil.
Comparison between modelling with and without the component dispersion shows a negligible
effect of dispersion on compositional difference between the source rock and petroleum reservoir.
Higher stress yields to the lower porosity and lower permeability, which results in a smaller pore
size and higher deep bed coefficients.
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